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GREEN HIGHLANDER
VARIANT

Hook - Tube

Tag and Tail - Floro Orange Fibre

Rib - Oval Gold Tinsel

Rear Body - Floro Yellow Floss

Front Body -  GH Seals Fur

Hackle - GH Cock palmered

Wing - Yellow, Green, Orange and

            Brown Fox with Angel Hair between layers to taste

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Hackle - Yellow cock

Secure the hook in the vice. Run the tying thread down the tube until

5mm from the end. Tie in a length of Fl Orange fibre and take the thread

up 3mm. Wind the fibre up to here to create the tag, tie in and trim off.

Tie in a length of Fibre for the tail, tie down to the mid point and trim off.

Take the thread back to the tail tying in a length of Oval Gold and Floro

Yellow Floss, then take the thread up to the middle of the tube creating

a smooth underbody.  Wind the floss in smooth turns up to this point

and tie off. Take a pinch of Green Highlander Seals fur and dub it onto

the thread. Wind up the tube to the head forming the front body. Select

and prepare a GH Green Cock hackle. Tie in by the base. Take two

close turns at the head and then palmer down the body with even open

turns to the tail. Keeping tension on the hackle take the trailing end of

tinsel in the other hand. Now with a sawing motion, so that you don’t

trap the feather fibres, wind it up to the head of the hook through the

hackle in even turns and tie off and trim. Select and prepare a bunch of

Yellow Arctic Fox and tie in with a couple of turns of well waxed thread

so that it just reaches the end of the tail. Repeat this process with the

Green, Orange and Brown Fox adding Angel Hair between layers to

taste. Each layer should be slightly longer than the one below. Wind a

few turns of thread to secure and trim off the butts in a taper. Prepare

and tie in a pair of JC eyes half the body length. Tie in a Yellow cock

hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns. Tie in and trim off. Form a

neat head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish

to produce a smooth shiny head.




